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Topics and purpose

INTRODUCTION

During this three-day gathering in the Italian
Alps, we wanted to explore how practices of
community economies are being activated by
people coming from an art and design background
in a variety of local contexts. The theoretical
framework for our gathering was constituted
by the diverse and community economies theories
developed by economic geographers J.K.GibsonGraham and the Community Economies Institute.
This practice exchange was an occasion to bring
together practitioners and theorists to work
together on concrete case studies of artist and
designers activating community economies in
diverse places across Europe. Another objective
was to support several local projects in developing or strengthening their community economies approach. A core question of the gathering
was how community economies practitioners deal
with issues of scale, as often these practitioners find their work’s validity challenged
along lines of argumentation that claim that
only what is scalable and effectively scales
has potential for transformation.
Through this Snapshot Journal I want to give an
insight into the topics we discussed, the methods we used to support our collective thinking
and the thinking that has been produced.
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KEY TERM

COM MUNITY ECONOMIES are “economies in which
ethical negotiations around our interdependence
with each other and the environment are put
center stage.” 1
They denote “a space of decision making where
we recognize and negotiate our interdependence
with other humans, other species, and our environment. In the process of recognising and
negotiating, we become a community.” 2
The concept of community economies, however,
also cuts across and through the conventional
categories it invokes: each term composing the
concept is “stretched as far as the term can
go without breaking entirely. ‘Economy’ becomes
little more than the site of struggle over
the question of how collective and individual
life is – and might be – sustained. ‘Community’
is nothing more or less than the exposure of
beings to each other and to each other’s finitude, the inescapable sociality that precedes
and renders possible all existence.” 3
Working with a community economies approach is
a political project aiming both at reclaiming
and expanding the term community as well as the
term economy.

1 J.K. Gibson-Graham, Jenny Cameron, and Stephen Healy, Take Back the Economy:
An Ethical Guide for Transforming Our Communities (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2013), 13.
2 Gibson-Graham, Cameron, and Healy, xix.
3 Ethan Miller, Reimagining Livelihoods: Life Beyond Economy, Society, and Environment
(Minneapolis: University Of Minnesota Press, 2019), 139–40, https://www.upress.umn.edu/
book-division/books/reimagining-livelihoods.
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Topics and purpose

INTRODUCING THE ALPINE
COM MUNITY ECONOMIES LAB
Alpine Community Economies Lab (ACElab) uses
participatory design methods to support Alpine
communities in addressing cross-cutting concerns
of sustainable socio-economic development. 1
From our community-based research space in
Rovereto (Vallagarina, Trentino, Italy), we
are engaging a diversity of civic actors and
policy makers in a collaborative investigation
of the (trans)local economies (agriculture,
self-provisioning, forestry, tourism, informal
exchanges) that sustain life in our valley
district. ACElab works to envision desirable
kinds of development that have both people and
the environment at their core. The lab is also
prototyping and testing a multifaceted community economies toolkit, which will be released
as an open-access resource for others who want
to take economic matters into their own hands.
ACElab is a EU-funded research as part of
a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship
hosted at EURAC Research (IT), a research
organisation specialised on alpine issues
and based in Bozen-Bolzano in Northern Italy.

1

As outlined in the EU Strategy for the Alpine Region and the Alpine Convention.
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PROGRAM ME OF THE GATHERING

DAY 1
DAY OF ARRIVALS

DAY 2
MORE ARRIVALS & SITE VISITS
TO GET TO KNOW THE LOCAL AREA

Thu 6 June 2O19

Fri 7 June 2O19

Slow arrival of artists and designers
from abroad.

Slow arrival of geographers.

12:3O
Shared lunch at Il Masetto, Terragnolo
19:OO
Welcome dinner at Brave New Alps

1O:OO
Walk in Nomi with local experts +
custom-made GPS maps of common right
lands/usi civici
12:3O
Lunch at the train station La Foresta accademia di comunità
15:OO
Visit to Mas del Gnac of the social
cooperative Gruppo 78 collaborating
on the project Comunità Frizzante
17:OO
Transfer by bus to Il Masetto,
Val Terragnolo
19:OO
Dinner at Il Masetto - introductions
with objects;
Kids play area

1O

Gathering set-up

DAY 3
PRO ACTION CAFÉ & MATTERS
OF SCALE

DAY 4
LANGUAGE & LOOKING AHEAD

Sat 8 June 2O19

Sun 9 June 2O19

9:OO
Coffee

9:OO
Coffee

9:3O
Introduction
Childcare arranged

9:3O
Language & communication:
from silent conversation to posters
to #takebacktheeconomy
Childcare arranged

9:45
Situating ourselves
11:OO
Pro Action Café
13:OO
Lunch at Il Masetto
Kids play area
15:OO - 18:OO
Dealing with issues of scale
in community economies practice
Childcare arranged

11:3O
Brunch
12:3O
First goodbyes & break
14:3O – 16:3O
What have we learnt? What next?
Childcare arranged
19:OO
Dinner together at Brave New Alps

19:OO Dinner together
Kids play area
Bonfire
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THE PARTICIPANTS

CAM JARVIS
Company Drinks & Center
for Plausible Economies
UK
INGRID BALE
Leeds Arts University
UK

ARIA SPINELLI
independent artist
IT/UK

CARLO BETTINELLI
Comunità Frizzante & comun’Orto
& La Foresta
IT
CARMEN GONZALEZ MIRANDA
La Foresta & comun’Orto
IT/ES

The initial round of invitations went
out to my long-term local and translocal network of artists, designers,
community organisers and geographers
working with the diverse and community
economies approach. 1 Many of them then
suggested others who would potentially
love to be part of the conversation.
This way the gathering grew from what
I expected to be a get-together of about
15 people to a larger one including
32 adults and 4 kids.
1 In the 1990s, J.K. Gibson-Graham have developed the
diverse economies approach, in which they read our livelihoods
as always secured by a wide range of capitalist, non-capitalist,
anti-capitalist and post-capitalist practices (Gibson-Graham
2006b). In the 2000s, they have then developed the community
economies approach, which specifically centers modes
of livelihood generation that are based on an ethical negotiation
of all the actors involved (Gibson-Graham 2006a).
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KATE RICH
Feral Business Research Network
& Feral Trade & Cube Cola
UK/AUS

KRIS KROIS
MA Eco-Social Design at Unibz
DE/IT
COSIMA KROIS
Highschool student
DE

BIANCA ELZENBAUMER
EURAC Research & Brave New Alps
& La Foresta
IT
HARALD PECHLANER
Center for Advanced Studies,
EURAC Research
IT
DARIA HABICHER
Center for Advanced Studies,
EURAC Research
IT
GRETA ERSCHBAMER
Center for Advanced Studies,
EURAC Research
IT
MICHAEL DE RACHEWILTZ
Center for Advanced Studies,
Eurac Research,
IT
JURI BOTTURA
Dolomit Learning
IT
MANOLA CORRENT
Dolomit Learning
IT

Gathering set-up

OONA MORROW
University of Wageningen & Community
Economies Collective
NL

TUOMO ALHOJÄRVI
University of Oulu & Community
Economies Research Network
FIN

KATHARINA MOEBUS
Sheffield University School
of Architecture & Common(s)Lab
DE/UK

KUBA SZREDER
Centre for Plausible Economies
PL/UK

MELISSA HARRISON
National Technical University
of Athens & Common(s)Lab
DE/GR

NATALIA ROMIK
architect
PL

CHIARA MURA
Comunità Frizzante
& La Foresta
IT

GAJA MEŽNARIĆ OSOLE
Trajna
SLO

IRENE BONVICINI
La Foresta
IT

SEBASTJAN KOVAC
Trajna
SLO

MARIA PASQUALINI
Brave New Alps & La Foresta
IT/BR
VALERIA BATTISTOTTI
Comunità Frizzante & La Foresta
IT

ROMANA BENVENUTI
Brave New Alps
IT
WOLFGANG FRANZ
Brave New Alps
IT/DE

LE
,
JO

Kids: P
INO
,

EDITH FELDER
Brave New Alps
IT

WI

LL

O
BRUN
,
EM

KATHARINE MCKINNON
La Trobe University & the
Community Economies Institute
AUS
KATHERINE GIBSON
Western Sydney University
& Community Economies Collective
AUS

NINO RIZZO
independent designer
IT
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THE LOCATION

The workshop was held in the Alps
in Northern Italy, in the autonomous
region Trentino-Alto Adige.
It took place in a side valley of the
Vallagarina – in Val di Terragnolo –
which can be reached with a 2O-minutes
drive from Rovereto – the valley districts central town, where the Alpine
Community Economies Lab is based.
It was hosted at Il Masetto, a mountain
refuge with a remarkable cultural program, especially for kids.
www.ilmasetto.com

14

Gathering set-up
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CREATING A SPACE OF CARE

PURPOSE
A community economies approach is about
exploring in practice how to live well together.
Thus, also a gathering to explore how art and
design practitioners activate community economies needs to be structured in ways that
enhance and foster care.
KEYWORDS
Care, gender-sensitive,
slowing down, accessibility
DESCRIPTION
Choosing the location
I decided to host the
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gathering at Il Masetto,
a mountain refuge and
cultural space located in
Terragnolo, offering a very
rich selection of cultural
activities in touch with
nature. The hosts Gianni

Mittempergher and Giulia
Mirandola offer fantastic
local food and have created at Il Masetto a space
offerings a good mix of
indoor and outdoor spaces.
Il Masetto is in the middle
of the woods and it is
possible to stay overnight
in basic shared rooms.
The combination of these
factors allow the setting
of a gathering that invites
to slow down and connect
to the mountains and the
surrounding nature.

to participate in the lively
exchanges. Moreover,
Il Masetto is specialised
in organizing activities for
kids and therefore it was
a supportive factor as they
already had an amazing
range of books, games,
kids-friendly furniture and
animals (a kind dog and
goats) 1. Three people affiliated to Brave New Alps took
over childcare and went
with the kids for walks in the
forest during the morning
and afternoon sessions.

Providing childcare
Several of the people
invited, myself included,
have children. By providing
childcare, it was possible
for a wider range of people

Vegetarian, vegan,
gluten-free food
I made sure there was
a good option of vegetarian,
vegan and gluten-free food
by liaising with our hosts

Gathering set-up

on possible meals to cook,
and I made sure there were
non-dairy and gluten-free
breakfast options. I also let
all participants know that
they would be staying far
from supermarkets for a few
days, and that they should
bring special food if they
wanted to.

Programming
Creative thinking needs
space, so I tried to give
ample time for activities in
order not to rush through
discussions. Also, the
ample space for breaks was
important for people to take
a rest, go for a walk or have
a sub-meeting to discuss
in person with people they
might not often meet one

to one. Besides spaciousness in time, also starting
activities on time was
helpful so people didn’t feel
hanging around for nothing.
MATERIALS
Vegan and gluten-free food,
toys, buggies, nappy changing facilities… add to this
list whatever your specific
situation requires.

1 If you are interested in finding emancipatory children
books, here you can find a very good selection (in German):
https://situationsansatz.de/vorurteilsbewusste-kinderbuecher.html/
Thanks to Katharina Moebus for this link.
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SITE VISITS TO GET TO KNOW
THE LOCAL AREA

https://laforesta.net/
https://www.comunitafrizzante.it/
https://companydrinks.info/
https://cube-cola.org/

PURPOSE
To connect our time together to the local context,
we spent a day for site visits. Each of the places
visited introduced aspects that are important for
the local community economies practices.

KEYWORDS
Arriving, connecting,
learning

MATERIALS
Local food and drinks,
vehicles

TIME
8 hours

REFERENCES
https://comunfare.wordpress.com/
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IMPRESSION
In the morning we go on
a walk in Nomi, the village
where I live and where
my cultural organisation
Brave New Alps is based.
During this walk members
of Brave New Alps shared
their knowledge about
historically grown commons
in the area – the “usi civici”
(i.e. lands with common
rights inscribed to them).
Members of Brave New Alps
have created a digital map
that shows the areas where
those common rights apply

and that can be loaded
onto Google Earth. With this
map it becomes possible to
walk around a village and to
identify which parts of land
one potentially has access
to as a commoner. These
maps are work in progress,
but hold an enormous potential as they give visibility to
knowledge otherwise (literally) locked away in the offices
of public administrators.
We then gather for lunch
at the local train station,
where the network La Foresta is in the process of creating a community academy.
This process is sustained
by over 15 local associations, informal groups and
the Office for Social Politics

Methods and documentation
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Methods and documentation

of the Municipality of
Rovereto (40,000 inhabitants) and is developed in
collaboration with the
Italian Observatory for
Social Unease and Solidarity in Train Stations and
the Italian Railways.
After lunch, we drive to
the food transformation
lab of the social cooperative Gruppo 78. Here the
community drinks project
Comunità Frizzante is producing fizzy drinks with local
flavours, while opening up all
production and circulation
processes to participation with local groups and
inhabitants. The project itself
is sustained by more than
15 local partners – ranging from the local science
museum to activist farmers
– and is supported by
a foundation of the regional
bank Caritro. Translocally,
the project is connected
with Company Drinks and
Cube Cola, both located
in the UK.

2O

Site visits to get to know the local area
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SITUATING OURSELVES

KEYWORDS
Curiosity, desires, openness, connection
TIME
1 hour
PURPOSE
This session is about helping us to create
a space of curiosity, trust and openness.
It is about getting to know each other, finding
out what each of us is working on and what are
the key desires that drive us.
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DESCRIPTION
Each practice taking part
in the gathering has 3
minutes to present itself.
Maximum three slides are
allowed. Everyone is also
invited to include a hashtag
that stands for their practice
and an image or slogan
that guides their work.
The presentations are loaded onto a computer and put
in a random order, so no
one knows when it is their
turn. This makes for a more
improvised situation, which
generally leads to laughter

and a relaxed atmosphere
early on.
MATERIALS
A big screen (so you don’t
sit in the dark with a projector), a computer, extension
cables, memory stick
REFERENCES
Messy introduction method
developed by Bianca Elzenbaumer, Alison Thomson
and Maria Portugal for the
PhD by Design conferences:
you get one image and 90
seconds to introduce yourself to the other conference
participants; the images are
coming up in random order
and the next person’s image
appears after 90 seconds.

Methods and documentation
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Methods and documentation
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Situating ourselves
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FERAL BUSINESS
CLINIC

PURPOSE
This session aims to concretely work on issues
and concerns people in the gathering right
now have to deal with in their own practice.
The aim of the Feral Business Clinic is to support
individuals and/or project groups to come up
with concrete and empowering actions that are
helpful in dealing with their current concerns.
KEYWORDS
collaborative thinking,
concrete concerns,
multi-perspective problem
analysis, action-oriented,
elegant steps

before the travellers move
on to a different table.
The person hosting the table
stays and makes notes on
a big sheet of paper harvesting thoughts and insights.

TIME
3 hours

Call for help in the plenary
Each table’s host shortly
presents his/her concrete
concern to the group and
indicates at what table they
will be sitting (3 minutes
each – strict timing).

DESCRIPTION
We divide the people present in groups of five and
according to the resulting
number of groups, we ask
a corresponding number
of practices (in our case
these were six) to share
a concrete concern they
have to deal with in their
project at the moment and
that they would like to work
on during the Feral Business
Clinic. Each practitioner
then hosts one table with
his/her concern, where in
three rounds of 25 minutes
each he/she explores the
concern with a different set
of people in each round.
At each table sits a “host”
(either an individual or
a representative of the
chosen concern), the other
people present are “travellers” and will each pick
a different table at which
to think and contribute with
their expertise during each
round. Between each round
there will be a short break
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Round 1: What is the question behind your concern?
Question the question
for 25 minutes
Often the first version of
what we formulate as our
concern is not the problem that really needs to be
solved. Here we assume
that only by questioning
the concern, by uncovering
assumptions and by taking
on new perspectives we can
come a step closer to solving an issue. If your concern
is very abstract, the people
at the table can attempt
to make it more concrete
and tangible by inquiring
how that concern relates
in practice to the project
in question. If the question
is already focusing on
a specific practical concern,
you can begin to uncover
assumptions and thus start

Methods and documentation
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Methods and documentation
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Feral Business Clinic
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Methods and documentation

3O

Feral Business Clinic

to make space for different
ways forward.

Round 2: What is still
missing here? What else
is needed? Explore this
for 25 minutes
We are starting a new round
and everyone, except one
person hosting the table,
will travel to a different
table. The host briefly introduces the results of round
one to the travellers. What is
still missing? Are there perspectives and opinions that
have not been honoured
yet? What actors are still
missing from the picture?
Round 3: What are the elegant next steps? The host
explores this individually
for 10 minutes and then for
15 minutes together with
a new group of travellers
For about 10 minutes, the
hosts – on their own – survey what has been said so
far and devise a plan of
“elegant actions” to take.
Elegant means that it is not
the host that needs to be
bearing all the work, that the
steps should feel possible
and empowering. How can
the planned activities develop their own force? What
coalitions and alliances give

us most strength? What
timing might be the best?
The travellers will join the
tables once the hosts have
prepared a plan for elegant
action and they question the
hosts about the elegance
of their plans: what steps
might be most successful?
Who could help?

Convergence and check
out in a plenum
We all meet again and the
hosts briefly present their
results (3 minutes each).
We all briefly reflect on the
experience of the Feral
Business Clinic.
MATERIALS
Big sheets of paper
(A0 size), pens, sound
object, coffee, snacks
REFERENCES
Pro Action Café method
http://aositoronto.weebly.
com/proaction-cafe.html/
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DEALING WITH ISSUES OF SCALE
IN COM MUNITY ECONOMIES PRACTICE

PURPOSE
This session is dedicated to explore notions
of scale. Scale is always a question we get
in relation to the art, design and community
projects gathered here today: “This is great.
Can it scale up?” Here we want to inquire how
to reply to such questions around scale in ways
that feel empowering.
KEYWORDS
Scale, mapping, experience
sharing, practice-theory
relays
TIME
3 hours
DESCRIPTION
We start out with a discussion in a plenary circle,
where we explore the problem questions of scale pose
to each of us for about
45 minutes.
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We then divide into four
groups – according to
people’s preferences –
around practices that have
come forward as wanting
to discuss questions of
scale in relation to four topics: time (Brave New Alps),
human and more-than-human dimensions (Trajna),
relationality (La Foresta
& Commonslab), interdependent drinks production
(Company Drinks, Cube
Cola, Comunità Frizzante).

Each group starts out to
discuss scale by drawing
on a story of scale each of
these four practices shares.
While we discuss, everyone
writes and draws on a big
sheet of paper (45 minutes).
We meet again in a circle to
share what we explored in
each group (45 minutes).
REFERENCES
– J.K.Gibson-Graham
(1996): ‘The end of capitalism (as we know it)’
– Susan Leigh Star (1999):
‘The Ethnography of Infrastructure’
– Lauren Berlant (2016):
‘The commons: Infrastructures for troubling times’
– Anna Tsing (2015): ‘The
mushroom at the end of
the world’
– Harald Welzer (2019):
‘Alles könnte anders sein’
– Born, B., & Purcell, M.
(2006): ‘Avoiding the Local
Trap: Scale and Food Systems in Planning Research’.
Journal of Planning Educa-

tion and Research, 26 (2),
195–207. https://doi.org/10.
1177/0739456X06291389
– Marston, S. a., & Smith, N.
(2001): ‘States, scales and
households: limits to scale
thinking? A response to
Brenner’. Progress in Human
Geography, 25 (4), 615–619.
https://doi.org/10.1191/
030913201682688968
– Marston, S. a. (2000):
‘The social construction of
scale’. Progress in Human
Geography, 24 (2), 219–242.
https://doi.org/10.1191/
030913200674086272
– Marston, Sallie A, John
Paul Jones III, and Keith
Woodward: ‘Human Geography without Scale’. Transactions of the Institute of
British Geographers 30, no.
4 (1 December 2005): 416–
32. https://doi.org/10.1111/
j.1475-5661.2005.00180.x.
– ‘Symbiotic Earth:
How Lynn Margulis rocked
the boat and started a scientific revolution’ a film
by John Feldman

Methods and documentation

IMPRESSIONS
Notes from the initial conversation
– Is the question about scale really a question about how
what you do can change the world? Or is it rather a question about what is our theory of change?
– Geographers underline the importance of reading scale as
relational rather than as a Russian doll, using the flat ontology
approach proposed by Sallie Marston, Keith Woodward and
John Paul Jones III. Approaching scale this way means that
situated practices have the power to upset the power of scale
conceived in hierarchical order with local being of the weakest and the global of the strongest influence. This approach
assumes that all lives are “linked through the unfolding of
intermeshed sites” (Marston, Jones III, and Woodward 2005,
426). Every practice is intertwined with other practices that are
themselves connected to other practices, sites and orders.
– The need emerged for tools that allow us to change the
conversation, taking it into a direction where action and
transformation is at the hands of everyday life.
– In how far is the question about scale a question about
applicability: what works well where?

Notes from the discussion groups
Time:
– What is left from our actions?
– What do we pass on?
– How do we weave our way through time to give continuity?
More-than-human:
- Being alive means we are always in relation with morethan-human others – whether we are aware of it or not.
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Methods and documentation

– Chestnut trees from around here need human care in
order to make fruits. These human practices of care for
chestnut trees create richer habitats for a lot of animals.
– Scale is always multiple. When, for instance, you look
inside a body, there is so much complexity and relations
in there as well.
– There is lots of helpful metaphors we can glean from the
more-than-human world: rhizomes, mushrooms, mycelium.
– Humans are always located in one place.
Relationality:
– How does change happen? What makes relations durable
is time and repetition.
– When we understand place as relationality, time becomes
a very important factor as it makes things durable.
– A need to make it visible that we are always in relation.
– It is not about constantly constructing new relations but
about making visible what is already there.
– Everyday as site of resistance and creation.
– When and where is change happening?
– What motivates people to participate in a movement
over time?
– There is need to make visible that we are always in relationship. We are inherently relational and space is inherently
relational.
– Care makes the commons. Which relationalities do
we want to care for?
Interdependent drinks production:
– We are all making drinks, but what is scaled in each place
is different: local ecological state of things (Comunità
Frizzante), de-industrialising a process and revaluing DIY
production of a global commodity (Cube Cola), celebrating
a local history (Company Drinks).
– We tried to come up with a name for what we could
call our group: Multilocal Liquidity Inc.; Bubbling Up;
The Sparking Group; Liquid Mates; but then we tried to
get at something that could be used also by, for example,
bread makers: Local Production Line;
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Dealing with issues of scale in community economies practice

– Do we want to create a shared Wiki for DIT drinks
productions?
– The art project as a refusal to do things in a certain way.
– Every bottle is a documentation of the collective performance of fruit gathering. You don’t produce many drinks,
but each has a particular value.

Drawing conclusions together
– One answer to the question “can this scale” could be to
say that this initiative is already scaled. It is part of this multiplicity that spreads out to different locations. Can you go
out always armed with a map of this complex enmeshing –
with your project at the center of it, just as a representation.
– There is always so much pressure to frame your work as
innovative and unique. It would be more powerful to say this
exists everywhere. This is profoundly unoriginal. That would
be a powerful answer.
– It already happens everywhere. Challenge the economy
of uniqueness.
– We will never be able to compete at the level of amount
of production, but on the level of uniqueness we can. In the
art world this story of uniqueness has been perfected.
– Drawing on the work of Lynn Margulis – a biologist who
developed the theory of evolution through symbiosis, can
we imagine an economy based not on competitiveness but
on the necessity of interdependence as its foundation?
It’s not unique, it’s interdependent.
– What patterns are success factors for interconnection?
Such as excitement, addressing local tastes and habits.
Instead of scaling factors, working on connection factors.
Friendships, the physical coming together, building trust,

sharing experiences are important factors. How do we bring
things together in empowering ways before the friendships
exist? How do we live and act in communities beyond the
question of friendship?
– The importance of being strategic so that whatever
we do also contributes to other people’s cause.
– In the world of free software, there is a lot of short cuts
through codes and protocols. There it is not about originality, but about sharing. It’s innovation without individualism.
You need to work together. If you innovate on your own,
you will stay alone.
– Open software has very powerful infrastructures and
everything is well documented in the code. Obviously, you
need to have competences and skills, but if you have them
it is relatively easy to pick something up and add back to it.
What would be the appropriate tools for an interdependent
drinks network? Would it be a shared wiki?
– What other infrastructuring can be done for connecting
up community economies, i.e. what human and non-human
actors can continuously be aligned and re-aligned to allow
community economies to connect across time and space?
Which connections are attractive enough to be maintained
over a long time?
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LANGUAGE & COM MUNICATION:
FROM SILENT CONVERSATION TO POSTERS
TO #TAKEBACKTHEECONOMY

KEYWORDS
Multiple topics, multiple
viewpoints, quick, messy,
inspiring
TIME
2.5 hours
PURPOSE
Get a quick-paced and creative conversation
going on about multiple topics within a short
amount of time. Activate energies for lateral
and intuitive thinking in the group.
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DESCRIPTION
Silent conversation
We divide into groups with
an equal number of people,
keeping in mind that the
ideal group size is 10.
The groups sit in a circle,
around a table or on the
ground. Each person
receives one A4 sheet and
a pen. To start with, every
person writes a sentence,
slogan, hashtag or drawing
on their sheet, which they
use in their own context
when talking about creating
a different way of doing
economy or a different way
of operating in their context.
After 90 seconds, each person passes their sheet on
to the person sitting next to
them in clock-wise order.

We then continue with
90 seconds time slots to
respond to what we find
on the sheet that has been
handed to us. We continue
this way until everyone has
their original sheet back.
The facilitator times the
rounds – 90 seconds each
(see appendix for the content of the sheets).

Making posters
Once everyone has
their sheet back, we take
5 minutes to look through
the notes on our own sheet.
Take this time to circle and
underline what seems most
relevant for you. After 5 minutes of individual reflection,
we team up with one person
we don’t generally work with
but would like to know better. Together we review our
two sheets and make one
A3 poster that brings across
the main message of our
two sheets. After 20 minutes
of collaborative work, we
hang the posters on the wall

Methods and documentation
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Methods and documentation

(or lay them on the ground
in a circle) and everyone
shortly presents their poster
(60 seconds maximum).

Plenary discussion
and making
We discuss the issues
that emerged in a circle
and sum things up with
a giant collaborative poster
(or whatever the group is
up for making together).
MATERIALS
A4 sheets, A3 sheets, large
sheets A0 or similar, pens,
markers, brushes, acrylic
paint, empty jars, sound
object, stop watch, tape
REFERENCES
The method of the silent
conversation was used by
artist and researcher Gilly
Karjevsky when she curated
the creation of the Floating
University Lexicon in Berlin
in 2018.
https://www.floatinguniversity.org/en/lexikon/
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Language & communication: from silent conversation to posters to #takebacktheeconomy
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Alpine Community Economies Laboratory

THE NEXT ELEGANT STEPS

PURPOSE
At the end of the gathering, we discuss what we
take away from our time together and elaborate
elegant steps we want to take together.

TIME
90 minutes

on three elegant, i.e. easy
and empowering, steps we
can take together in order
to further work on the ideas
and connections that have
emerged from the gathering.

DESCRIPTION
We sit in a circle and each
speaks briefly about what
they were most touched
and energised by during the
last days. We then focus

IMPRESSIONS
There is a lot of energy in
the room around the idea of
creating a narrative around
“The Interdependence”,
aka around the vast amount

KEYWORDS
Reflection, sharing the
learnings, focus on future

4O

of people who are acting
with a post-humanist and
feminist idea of interdependence, and for creating
an abbreviation (idt.) that
everyone can use to signal
that they are actively perceive themselves as interdependent and are working
on what it means to be an
interdependent being or
organisation. So we could
sign ourselves for example
like this:
– Brave New Alps, idt. –
signaling an interdependent
organisation
– Dr Bianca Elzenbaumer,
idt. – signaling an interdependent researcher
– Il Masetto.idt - signalling
an interdependent business
The following points emerge

as elegant steps to work
with these ideas:
– Write a brief description
of what this is about
– Make a logo of The Interdependence we all can use
– Register the url – ideally
this would be an .idt domain
– Start to use idt. behind
our projects and names to
signal our interdependence
– Meet up in autumn 2019
to work on a short charter
– Meet up again in autumn
2020 in Greece at the
Community Economies
Conference
MATERIALS
A big sheet of paper, pen

Methods and documentation

APPENDIX: SILENT
CONVERSATION SHEETS
(method described on page 36)
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